Abstract. The construction of course timetables for academic institutions is a very di cult problem with a lot of constraints that have to be respected and a huge search space to be explored, even if the size of the problem input is not signi cantly large, due to the exponential number of the possible feasible timetables. On the other hand, the problem itself does not have a widely approved de nition, since di erent variations of it are faced by di erent departments. However, there exists a set of entities and constraints among them which are common to every possible instantiation of the timetabling problem. In this paper, we present a model of this common core in terms of a constraint programming objectoriented C++ library, namely the Ilog Solver, and we show the way this model may be extended to cover the needs of a speci c academic unit, the Department of Informatics of the University of Athens. The exploration of the relevant search space, in order to nd solutions of high quality, according to an appropriate de nition of it through an objective function, is carried out by a variety of search methods we implemented.
Introduction
The construction of university timetables falls under the class of scheduling problems. Its di culty 8], along with the fact that an educational institution has to tackle it once or twice a year, have drawn the attention of researchers from various elds even from the 60's 15]. Since then, the problem has been tackled with various approaches including graph coloring 23], network ows 6] and operations research methods 1]. During the last years, various Arti cial Intelligence techniques are also used against the problem, like tabu search 3, 30] , simulated annealing 9, 27], genetic algorithms 24, 10] and constraint programming 16, 22, 19, 11, 26] .
It is amazing that up to now, after all these years, not all educational institutions use automated tools to construct timetables. A survey regarding this issue in British universities 5] showed that only 21% of the universities used a computer for constructing examination timetables. 37% used a computer only for assisting the process and 42% didn't use computers at all. Although these data concern examination timetabling, it seems that these numbers should be similar for the course timetabling case as well.
One might wonder about the reasons for this situation. In 2], it is mentioned that many institutions have automated solutions, but they are so much tailored for each institution's case that they cannot be used by others. It is true that the di erences between institutions are many, especially as quality criteria are concerned. That makes the use of one tool that was implemented for one university inappropriate for another. What is more is that it is possible for a tool that was developed for one institution to be inapplicable for that same institution, if some changes in the timetabling curricula occur.
Still, in 2] the basic rules that govern timetables are also mentioned. It is impressing that in spite of the di erences between institutions, some basic categories of rules can be recognized. The quality determination criteria can also be easily categorized and many similarities can be identi ed. For example, in all cases the same hard rules hold, such as that one teacher cannot give more than one lecture simultaneously or that one student cannot attend more than one lecture at a time. Most quality criteria have to do with the distribution of certain groups of lectures in time, like uniform distribution of the lectures in each day of the week, dense scheduling of these lectures for every day, upper bounds in the time that a teacher or a student can be occupied in teaching activities and so on.
Constraint programming is a problem solving methodology that allows the user to describe the data of a problem and the constraints that govern them without explicitly handling these constraints. This methodology ts perfectly to the timetabling problem, as someone might de ne the involved entities and express, in a declarative way, what is a legal and good timetable. On the other hand, if all this modeling might follow an object-oriented approach, this would be very good, from the software engineering point of view, as the obtained result might be as general as we would like it to be and, at the same time, having unbounded opportunities to be specialized as much as we would like, in order to capture any speci c timetabling situation. Fortunately, the combination of constraint programming and object-oriented design is provided by an existing commercial T = ft 1 ; t 2 ; : : :; t jTj g be the set of teachers, t : S 7 ! T a function mapping each course to the teacher that teaches it and x i;k ; 1 k d i ; 1 x i;k p the time that the k-th teaching period of course s i is given, p the number of possible teaching periods of the institution (the maximum length of the timetable). A solution to the problem is any assignment to the variables x i;k such that the following constraints are respected: { A teacher cannot give more than one lecture at a time The above model gives complete freedom to the student to select the courses he takes and is close to the way most universities operate. If, in addition, a set of classrooms C = fc 1 ; c 2 ; : : :; c jCj g is added, as well as a constraint X i;k
where cl i;k is the classroom where the k-th teaching period of lecture l i is conducted, then the model becomes even more realistic. Within the framework of this basic model, a number of more specialized, but common in practice, constraints can be expressed. For example, the unavailabilities of a teacher can be taken into account by modifying the constraint (1) above X i;k x i;k = m] t n = t(s i )] avail(t n ; m); 8m; n where avail(t n ; m) equals to 1, if teacher t n is available in period m or 0 if not.
Next, a short introduction to the Ilog Solver library is given and, then, an object-oriented constraint programming model of the timetabling problem, that is based on the student-course model, is presented. 3 domain are greater than the minimum of y's domain. In order for a constraint to be posted, the method IlcManager::add() has to be used. The above constraint, for example, can be posted with the call m.add(c). Posting a constraint ensures that it will be considered by Solver's internal constraint propagation engine and that after any modi cation of a constrained variable, the constraint network will be modi ed, in order to be brought to a certain consistency degree. Solver uses a version of the AC-5 algorithm 28] to bring the constraint graph to an arc-consistent state after any such modi cation. Finally, Solver supports goal programming and gives the user the ability to de ne any search algorithm of choice, like Depth First Search, Limited Discrepancy Search and so on. We will not proceed into the details of the implementation in Solver terms of these algorithms, since this is not necessary in the scope of this paper.
Object-Oriented Modeling
The model for the university course timetabling problem we present in this section aims to be as generic as possible. However, some simplifying assumptions are common place in many universities. For example, the mathematical model presented in section 2 considers only the number of teaching periods for each subject with no further constraints. For example, a four period subject can be split in two two-hour lectures, one three-hour lecture and one one-hour lecture and so on. It is usual for many universities for subjects to be partitioned in lectures in a preprocessing step and this model follows this assumption. Time is measured in multiples of a predetermined unit-of-time, further partitioning of which is of no practical importance. This unit can be an hour, half an hour or whatever. In the following, this unit will be referred to as a \teaching period". Also, there is a maximum number of such units within which the timetable has to be constructed. A timetable is constructed for a week with D days and H time units every day. The model, however, can be easily extended to cases where timetables span within more than one week.
The similarity in format of the equations in the student-course model is obvious. Teachers and classrooms are necessary resources for a lecture to take place and each resource cannot support more than one activity at a time. Thus, it is reasonable for the notion of resource to play a central role in the modeling of the problem. It can be seen also that although a student is not actually a resource for a lecture, the equations that de ne the constraints on students are of the same form, since lectures that are taken by one student cannot be conducted at the same time. In the original student-course model, every student is completely free to take the course he/she chooses. This is true for many universities where modularity is important. In other universities, a student can select from a set of predetermined course o ers. In any case, the net e ect is that either because of student preferences or because of predetermined management decisions, some sets of lectures are formed and it is demanded that no two lectures of the same set be conducted at the same time. Thus, these sets are modeled like other resources and will be called \lecture groups" from now on.
One more important issue is the criteria according to which the quality of a timetable is measured, since, in practice, this is an optimization problem. It would be very di cult though to gather all such criteria and present a way of implementing them with the model which follows. We will try to display by example that the implementation of the most usual criteria is not only possible but easy indeed within this framework.
Subjects class c_Subject { protected:
IlcIntVarArray StartVariables; };
The class c Subject represents a subject. StartVariables is an array of constrained variables, each one representing the time in which a lecture of this subject is scheduled. This class is used for logistic purposes, but also for calculating preferences regarding the distance between lectures of the same subject. The class c Lecture represents a lecture. It contains the two decision variables for each lecture; the starting time of the lecture and the classroom in which it is conducted.
Unary Resources class c_UnaryResource { protected:
IlcIntVarArray TimeTable; IlcIntVarArray LectureTimeUnits; public:
void add(IlcIntVar start, IlcInt duration}; };
As mentioned before, the notion of a unary resource is of central importance in the modeling. The class c UnaryResource represents a unary resource, that is, a resource that can only support one activity at a time. In order to declare that a lecture uses a certain resource 1 , the method add has to be called with parameters the variables Start and Duration of the corresponding lecture. In most cases, a unary resource can represent teachers and groups of lectures that cannot be given simultaneously, since an activity will either require such a resource or not. But this is not enough in the case of resources such as classrooms, since a lecture can be given in any one of a certain set of classrooms. This requirement is a disjunctive demand of a resource. In our case, all such resources, let's say classrooms, are modeled as one multiple resource with multiplicity equal to the number of the individual resources. The produced class was created with minor modi cations on the existing unary resource class. These are: { In order for a lecture to be added to a resource, one more parameter is needed along with the starting variable of the lecture and its duration, namely a constrained variable representing the resource to which the lecture will be eventually assigned. In the case of classrooms, this variable represents the classroom in which the lecture will take place.
{ The add method is modi ed as follows: As can be seen, the elements of the array LectureTimeUnits are like the ones in unary resources plus the term classroom*D*H which makes each of these elements point to the D*H-tuple of the multiple resource corresponding to the value of the variable classroom.
Application
We believe that the proposed model is general enough to cover most cases. Its representative potential will be exhibited through one real problem, that of constructing a course timetable for the Department of Informatics of the University of Athens.
Curricula
The set of given courses and the teaching periods for each course are given. In case the course cannot (or is not desired to) be given in one lecture, then it is partitioned in two or more lectures of prede ned duration. In this case, lectures of the same course cannot be given in the same day. Each lecture is taught by one or more teachers. If a course is given by another department, then it is scheduled by that department. It can be required for a lecture to be given in a speci c classroom or in one of a subset of the available ones. In this case, a degree of preference between classrooms can be given. The undergraduate curriculum is organized in four years. Each course can be either obligatory for a certain year or belong to a certain group of lectures which are called directions. It is demanded that lectures of the same year which are either obligatory or belong to the same group not to be given simultaneously. Also, there is the possibility for teachers to express certain personal constraints on the maximum number of teaching hours in a day and the maximum number of days in which they are occupied in teaching activities.
The above are hard constraints that have to be respected fully in order for a timetable to be feasible. Apart from these, there are also several criteria according to which the quality of a timetable is measured. It is desired that obligatory lectures or lectures of the same direction and year to have as few gaps as possible between them during each day. It is also desired for such lectures to be as uniformly distributed during the timetabling period as possible. It is also desired for lectures of the same course to have a reasonable distance in days between them.
Formulation
Let L = fl 1 ; l 2 ; : : :; l jLj g be the set of lectures, T = ft 1 ; t 2 ; : : :; t jTj g the set of teachers, C = fc 1 { The quality of a timetable is calculated according to three criteria which are linearly combined with certain weights to produce the objective function which is to be minimized Uniform distribution of the teaching hours for every lecture group during the week. For each lecture group, this is the di erence between the maximum and minimum number of teaching hours in a day during the teaching week. The low level similarities between this and the student-course model are obvious. The way the specialties of this case are implemented on top of the core object model will be displayed in the following subsection.
Subclasses
The basic unary resource class is subclassed to provide classes for teacher and lecture groups representation. Some extra features are added to provide new characteristics for these classes. In the case of teachers, for example, the number of days with teaching activities and the maximumnumber of continuous teaching hours in every day are needed. Thus, two new features, which are calculated appropriately, are added to this class:
class c_Teacher : public c_UnaryResource { IlcIntVar OccupiedDays; IlcIntVar MaxContinuous; };
In the case of lecture groups, two extra features are needed, namely the measure of uniform distribution of teaching hours through the days of the week and the sum of holes between lectures for all the days of the week. Penalties are associated with distances between lectures of the same subject. These penalties are provided by the user. 
Is it General?
So far, the student-course model and an object-oriented model based on it were presented. This model was extended with some extra characteristics to cover the case of the Department of Informatics of the University of Athens. That extension might lead to the conclusion that the original model is too general, since too much extras should be implemented in order to cover any speci c case. But, in order to produce the class c Teacher from c UnaryResource, 13 lines of code were needed. In the case of c LectureGroup, 20 lines were needed. The aim of the above model was not to be able to cover any speci c case, but to provide the framework on which any case could be covered. From a software engineering point of view, all these little additions for calculating holes between lectures or uniform distribution of lectures during a week or whatever could be stored in libraries and a user could pick from a large collection of such building blocks to construct classes that would represent the entities to model the problem to be solved minimizing the amount of extra e ort. Also, the constraint programming methodology allows the user to express hard and soft constraints with the same ease. For example, if one is concerned with the teaching hours of a teacher in a certain day, it is equally easy to post a hard constraint on the maximum number of these hours or add a penalty in the objective function, if that amount exceeds a certain limit, or associate preferences with the values of that variable.
Search
One of the reasons that makes constraint programming attractive is the fact that logical implications stemming from the variables, their possible values and the constraints that are posted upon them are carried out in an implicit way without the programmer's manual intervention. Values that are possible for certain variables are ruled out, if they violate any of the constraints. In theory, these implications can be carried out until all inconsistent combinations of values for the variables are ruled out. However, this is a task of exponential complexity, so, in practice, implications are calculated only to a limited extent and the task of nding solutions is accomplished through search. Usually, the search space of a problem is viewed as a tree, where each decision point represents a variable and the edges towards its children are its possible values.
In this case, the variables are the starting times for each lecture. Although there are variables for classrooms too, in our approach, the main decision is the one concerning time. After that decision is made, the lecture is placed on the most appropriate classroom, but that is not regarded as a decision or, in other words, no backtracking occurs for assigning a value to a classroom variable.
Two factors in uence the e ciency of the search. The rst one is the heuristic rules which involve the selection of a variable to be instantiated next (variableordering heuristics) and the selection of a value for that variable (value-ordering heuristics). Heuristics form the actual search tree by labeling each node with a variable and each edge with a value. Usually, the choices of the value-ordering heuristic are depicted by ordering the possible values from left to right, with the leftmost edge being the one selected rst by the heuristic. The second factor is the search method which controls the order in which the nodes of the search tree are going to be examined.
Search Methods
Some of the most popular and e cient search methods were implemented, name- Dfs implements the obvious way to explore a search space by examining all the leaves of the search tree from left to right and backtracking if needed. Although constraint propagation prunes hopeless parts of the search space, there is always the danger for such an approach to get trapped in a shallow part of the search tree.
One of the reasons for this is that Dfs considers each of the decisions of assigning a value to a variable of equal importance. That means that the rst choice of a value for a variable made by the value-ordering heuristic is thought of as having the same probability to lead to a solution as the second or any of the latter decisions. Ib narrows the search space by searching only the subtree which includes a certain number of the leftmost decisions of the value-ordering heuristic, practically exploring a subtree of limited width. This follows from the assumption that the rst choices of the value-ordering heuristic are most probable to lead to a solution. In case this assumption is false, then the width to which the search was limited is incremented and the whole process starts from the beginning.
Lds gives even more importance to the heuristic by assuming that it makes none or just a few errors and using the total number of discrepancies or the deviations from the heuristic's decisions as a guide for the search. In a rst iteration, the number of such discrepancies is assumed to be zero, thus only the leftmost decision of the heuristic is considered for each node. If the assumption proves to be false, then the number of discrepancies is incremented assuming that the heuristic might make at most one error and the process is repeated.
Dds is also a discrepancy based search method. Lds revisits nodes that were examined in earlier iterations and Dds uses an algorithm that examines each node only once.
Both discrepancy based methods are heavily depending on the heuristic's accuracy. However, it is not always the case that a heuristic making no more than, let's say, 5% erroneous decisions can be implemented. Actually, it is usual for heuristics to get confused deep in the search tree. Usually, this is tackled by adding a lookahead parameter of a certain depth in the method, allowing subtrees of that depth at the bottom of the search tree to be explored fully without taking the discrepancies that occur there into account. The trust of such methods in the heuristic's accuracy is also expressed by the assumption that heuristics usually make errors high in the search tree where decisions are not so informed. In our approach, the opposite was also implemented in Lds's case, that is a version that assumes that the heuristic fails deeply in the search tree.
Also, in our implementation, it was also possible to loosen the con dence on the heuristic. For example, Ib increases the width bound by one in every iteration and the same happens with the number of allowed discrepancies in Lds.
We implemented versions that allowed that bounds to be variable, thus allowing the search to explore wider areas of the search space in every iteration. This seems to contradict the very essence of these methods and that might be true in feasibility problems, but there is a good reason for this; these methods were designed for feasibility problems. In other words, they were designed assuming that the heuristic makes choices towards nding a solution and not necessarily a good one. On the other hand, timetabling problems are usually optimization problems, so the heuristics are targeted towards the quality of the solutions. In the experiments that follow, it will be seen that there is a trade-o between the ease in nding a solution and its quality. Since we are interested in quality, it is reasonable to examine how these search methods can be extended to handle heuristics towards better solution and how that a ects their ability to nd one.
Heuristics
The celebrated First-Fail 17] and Brelaz 4] variable ordering heuristics are employed in our implementation. Also, some other general purpose heuristics, the kappa family of heuristics for constraint satisfaction problems, proposed in 13], are also included. The First-Fail selection criterion is supposed to follow the rule \in order to succeed, try rst where you are most likely to fail". Although it is argued that selecting the variable with the least values in its domain leads to harder subproblems, this heuristic is e cient in many cases. The Brelaz heuristic extends it by tie-breaking on the number of neighboring unbound constraint variables in the constraint graph. The kappa family of heuristics is based on a measure of di culty of a constraint satisfaction problem, namely the parameter kappa. The kappa heuristic selects the variable that is supposed to lead to an easier subproblem when instantiated. Since it is costly to compute, two approximations are proposed, the E(N) and the rho heuristics, the former being closer to the original kappa measure. Since these parameters are extensively described in 13], we will describe them in short only for the sake of completeness. The kappa parameter expresses the constrainedness of a problem or else the di culty of nding a solution for it and is de ned as follows; if V is the set of variables, C the set of constraints on those variables, C i the set of constraints on variable i and m v the cardinality of variable's v domain, then the parameter kappa of the problem is equal to = ? P c2C log(1 ? These parameters can be used as heuristic information in the following manner; since a problem with bigger kappa is tougher than one with a lower one, we should branch on the variable which would lead to an easier problem if instantiated. The same idea holds for E(N) and as well. The only practical problem in calculating these parameters in a real problem is that they were expressed for binary CSPs. However, we can use the assumption that the dominating constraint in timetabling problems is that no two activities demanding some common resource can happen simultaneously, which in general holds. Thus, we can easily calculate the parameter p c for any pair of lectures demanding any common resource. Of course, we will have to ignore disjunctive resources | classrooms in our case | in our calculations, but that is not of great importance, since timetabling problems can also be solved in two phases, taking classrooms into account in the second one. Although the literature is rich in general purpose variable ordering heuristics, the same does not hold for value ordering ones. That is to be expected in optimization problems, since such heuristics have to do with the quality evaluation criteria and thus depend on the problem instance. In our case, heuristics making decisions according to the objective function of the Department of Informatics of the University of Athens were implemented among which one choosing the value that caused the minimum increase in the lower bound of the objective. Also, heuristics aiming at nding a feasible solution were implemented. Following the idea behind the kappa heuristics and the e ectiveness of First-Fail, a heuristic that chose the value for the current variable that maximized the product of the values of the remaining variables, as it is proposed in 12], was also implemented.
Experimental Results
Experiments were carried out on a Sun SPARCserver 1000 under SunOS 5.6 and with 256 MB of main memory. The problem to be solved involved 68 lectures that had to be scheduled in ve days of nine teaching periods, each within four classrooms. The total duration of the lectures is 187 hours.
The heuristics used for variable selection were First-Fail, Brelaz and the kappa family of heuristics Rho, E(N) and Kappa, denoted FF, BR, R, E and K respectively. Many di erent value selection heuristics were used in preliminary experiments out of which the most successful proved to be one that chose the value that approximately led to the least increase in the lower bound of the minimization objective.
In Fig. 1 , a quality 2 versus time (measured in seconds) plot for Dfs with some variable selection heuristics is shown. A major drawback of Dfs can be observed there; there is not much improvement after the rst solution is found. It can also be seen that the classic heuristics FF and BR are faster in nding a rst solution than E and R (no solution was found with K). Drawing conclusions from just one data set is risky, but a rst intuition is that the simple heuristics FF and BR can be more e cient in this speci c problem than other more sophisticated and generic heuristics because of the following reason; the dominant type of constraint in course timetabling is a disjunctive constraint between lectures which has, more or less, the same e ect in every pair of mutually exclusive lectures. Thus, what remains is the number of values in every variable's domain.
The Lds application on timetabling was not problem free. The rst plot in Fig. 2 shows the progress of search with Lds. It can be observed that the rst solution is found rather late (an order of magnitude later than Dfs) and the quality is not that good. The last solution found is quite satisfactory, but is found too late. This is a problem that should be expected; such methods were designed to address feasibility problems assuming that special heuristics would assist the search for a solution. Truly, the second plot shows the progress of search with Lds and a value selection heuristic targeting on feasibility. It is obvious that such a heuristic leads very quickly to a solution. On the other hand, the solution's quality is not satisfactory at all and that should be expected, since the value selection heuristic focuses on feasibility. In order to overcome these problems, the original method was modi ed. The third plot shows the progress of search with a modi ed version of Lds; the method assumes that the heuristic fails lower in the search tree. With that addition alone the search is much faster. The last plot shows one more addition; in every Lds iteration the discrepancy limit is not increased by a step of one, but by a step of three discrepancies. That means that less trust is justi ed upon the heuristic and its choices and the method is allowed to explore wider areas of the search space. There it can be observed that although Lds is somewhat slower than Dfs in the beginning, it soon manages to nd solutions of equal quality and, eventually, even better ones having the ability to escape from local minima. (60) low(32) large step,low(24)
Fig. 2. LDS and variations with FF
Local search is a search method with great ability to escape from local minima and very popular in optimization problems. In 25], a local search variant for constraint programming is proposed, named Large Neighborhood Search (Lns). The main idea is to iteratively keep a part of a solution stable while leaving the remaining variables unbound and thus performing a full search in a narrowed search space. Results are shown in Fig. 3 . It can be seen that this method with a good starting solution leads to the best quality solution of the experiments presented. However, it should be noted that Lns alone is not able to provide as good solutions as a direct tree search. As Fig. 3 shows, Lns needs more than 1000 seconds to reach a solution of quality slightly worse than the one found by a direct tree search guided by good heuristics in something more than 10 seconds.
That is easily explained; Lns can lead only to minor local improvements. On the other hand, global decisions made by heuristics taking into account the problem as a whole can lead to larger improvements at the beginning of the search. Of course, direct tree search will eventually get stuck in a local optimum and that is the point where post-processing methods like Lns can be e ectively used.
Another factor of interest is scalability. To this direction, we decided to use arti cial data sets created on the real ones we used. Data sets up to six times bigger than the original data set used were created in the following way; the teachers and classrooms were kept the same while the number of lectures given, and the total number of available time slots were multiplied by the corresponding factor. For example, to create a data set twice as large as the original, we created a timetabling problem with 10 instead of 5 days with 136 instead of 68 lectures while keeping all the other elements untouched. Then, of course, it would not be of interest to compare the objective value since the problems would be di erent. One parameter that could be measured and show how the approach scales with regard to the problem's size is the time needed to reach a rst solution. Fig. 4 shows how the time needed for reaching a rst solution scales for the original problem mentioned above and for problems up to six times larger in size. All runs used plain Dfs. The gure shows that time rises no faster than n 3 but faster than n 2 . That is to be expected in constraint programming. The complexity of maintaining bound consistency is ed, where e is the number of constraints and d is the cardinality of a variable's domain. Increasing the problem size linearly involves increasing d linearly, but also increasing the number of variables linearly which leads to a quadratic increase of their interrelations or, in other words, constraints between them.
Conclusions
In this paper, we showed that it is possible to de ne, by exploiting the facilities o ered by object-oriented design, a generic model for the university course timetabling problem, which might form the basis for dealing with the timetabling problems faced by most academic departments. We demonstrated the extensibility of the core model by applying it to the case of the Department of Informatics of the University of Athens. What is more is that the whole idea is based on the constraint programming framework, since the tool employed is the Ilog Solver C++ library. A variety of search methods and variable ordering heuristics were implemented to be used for the search for near optimum solutions. All search methods which were implemented behaved as they were expected to in theory. Dfs was able to nd feasible solutions fast, but could not improve them signi cantly on the long run. Lds, with some minor modi cations aiming at the resolution of small con icts at the bottom of the search tree, showed better long term behavior, but was sometimes slow in nding a rst solution.
We expect Lds performance to scale nicer as the problem size increases. Dds would not be our method of choice, due to its lack of accepting modi cations like Lds. Ib did not improve Dfs's performance signi cantly.
Concerning variable ordering heuristics, the celebrated First-Fail and Brelaz heuristics performed better than any other variable selection heuristic. The negative result of our experiments was the bad performance of the kappa family of heuristics, which in some cases did not even lead to a feasible solution within a reasonable time limit. One explanation might be the following; the kappa measure is an approximate measure of a CSP's di culty, which takes into concern several factors, but mainly the number of values in each variable's domain and the constraint tightness between pairs of variables, that is the percentage of the total combinations between values of these two variables that are actually legal. In the timetabling problem, however, the tightness between any two variables sharing the same resources is constant. Or, in other words, if some lectures are sharing the same resources the tougher one to schedule would be the one having the fewer possible slots regardless of the number of lectures, explaining why First-Fail and Brelaz apply well on our problem.
As for value ordering heuristics, no general heuristic was applied. Heuristics targeted towards the Department of Informatics were used, that is heuristics that take into account holes between lectures, the distribution of lectures during the days of the week and the distances in days between lectures of the same subject. These heuristics worked ne by guiding the search towards feasible solutions of satisfying quality. At rst glance, such heuristics do not have to do with feasibility and so the fact the search nally reached feasible solutions might be considered coincidental. However, one can notice that the objective contains a factor expressing the number of holes between lectures, so that the search is guided towards more compact schedules. If the objective did not contain such a term, then a heuristic taking into account both the objective and the feasibility factor should be used. The feasibility factor could be measured by counting holes between lectures or even better with a heuristic calculating the product of the cardinality of all remaining variables' domains, as mentioned in the previous section concerning heuristics.
The problem of using tree search in optimization is that the search, either naive or sophisticated, will eventually get stuck in a local optimum. Using Large Neighborhood Search helped in every case with our experiments. In no case, however, could Lns outperform direct tree search alone, so the best way to use it, in our opinion, would be to use it as a post-processing method after a normal tree search has been performed and a reasonable time cuto limit reached.
